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AudioControl Awards Rep of the Year Award, Home Audio Products   
 

Seattle, WA, March 13th, 2017 – AudioControl® (audiocontrol.com), designers and manufacturers of 

innovative high-performance audio solutions for the residential, commercial and automotive markets 

has awarded Rich Jackson as Rep of the Year, home audio products. The Rep of the Year award 

recognizes the independent sales organization that has delivered outstanding overall performance, 

dedication to the AudioControl brand and exceptional service provided consistently to dealers 

throughout the region.     

Rich Jackson started his company in January, 2010 and has been servicing Northern California, Northern 

Nevada and Hawaii, leveraging his industry experience and expertise to bring premium brands to top 

dealers, integrators and residential system specifiers throughout the region. “It has been the mission of 

my company to always provide outstanding solutions along with the finest level of service to dealers in 

my territory,” Jackson stated. “AudioControl has delivered the most meaningful lineup of integration-

friendly amplifiers and home theater products—I give Alex and his team a tremendous amount of credit 

for the overall success and growth of the AudioControl brand.”    

“Rich has demonstrated success with the AudioControl brand by being proactive—offering creative 

ideas and high-level support to his network of dealers,” explained Chris Kane, Vice President of Sales and 

Marketing at AudioControl. “We appreciate that Rich is an evangelist for AudioControl throughout his 

territory and his feedback from the field has helped our brand remain at the forefront of emerging 

trends in the marketplace.”  

ARTWORK CLICK HERE 

AudioControl—celebrating 40 years of Making Good Sound Great 
 
About AudioControl  
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the residential, commercial 

and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers premium quality home theater and whole-house 

entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors, 

amplifiers and OEM interface solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit 

audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.  
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